HCS Interactant®

Insight Module
Having the right information at the right time is critical to delivering quality care and ensuring your
revenue cycle is at peak performance. Interactant Insight is a dynamic reporting and analytics module
that provides a global view of business operations and data visualization through easily accessible
reports and graphs. It helps you answer strategic questions, build better processes, and make decisions
that drive real improvement.
This dynamic module contains dedicated reporting and analytics, which provide a global view of
business operations and data through easily accessible reports and graphs. Insight summarizes your
data efficiently, enabling you to interpret at a glance.
The result? Meaningful and customizable views of operational and EMR data enables you to evaluate
trends and make timely business and clinical decisions. Tabular and interactive graphs as well as standard
and customizable reports offer data views by facility, facility groups, or corporate level.

Interactant Insight module provides you and your staff with multiple views to facilitate trending and
analytics and to support powerful reporting and informed decision-making:

Insight Reporting

Insight Analytics

Easy data sort and export

Powerful data analytics extraction utility

Add/remove any data element

Extract data from predefined data sets of key fields

Key Performance Indicators (KPIs)

Filter records based on user-defined criteria

Interactive charts/graphs

To learn more about Interactant Insight and how it can help your organization, contact us today at
800.524.1038 or visit www.hcsinteractant.com

HCS is a leading provider of an all-in-one healthcare information technology platform that spans electronic
health records (EHR), revenue cycle management, financial management, mobility, and business intelligence.
In use at over 5,000 LTACH, behavioral health and senior living facilities, the Interactant platform helps multi-site
providers deliver better quality and safety in care while increasing efficiencies and financial performance.
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